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point like source (≈ 30 µm) emits X-Rays (20 − 30 keV) that
are detected after being attenuated by the breast tissue. A 2D
image is produced, where the areas with a larger attenuation
can be interpreted as a tumour formation. Mammograms are
sensitive to the fat percentage on the breast and to its size,
which may lead to misleading diagnoses. Furthermore, this
technique does not distinguish the biochemical characteristics
- malign or benign mass - and the tissues’ metabolic rate that
could be a signature of a cancer. The average sensitivity is
80%, but it depends on the breast type and the woman’s age.
For fatty breasts, a sensitivity of 95% can be achieved for
tumours of 5 mm, however, for denser breasts the number
decreases to 70% and the minimal tumour size detected is
10 − 20 mm. Furthermore, the specificity is typically 30,
depending on the tumour size when it should be over 80%
to accurately exclude the presence of a tumour [3]. Lastly,
breast immobilization causes pain and discomfort, making XRay Mammography an unpleasant diagnostic technique for the
patient [4].
Another more recent and widespread diagnostic technique is
the PET. It is based on positron emitting radio-isotopes. Firstly,
the emitted positron undergoes collisions with matter, losing its
energy. When it decreases to a value of the order of electron’s
atomic binding energies, the positron captures an electron
with the same energy, forming a positronium1 . Secondly, this
electron-positron pair annihilates in two anti-parallel photons,
each with 511 keV. Finally, the resulting photons are absorbed
by scintillation crystals - a main component of PET detectors
- in the patients surroundings. While in X-Ray mammography
photons are transmitted through the patient, in PET the source
of the signal is the emission of photons within the tumour cells.
A 3D reconstructed image results from full angle coverage
projected data. Fig. 1 shows a mammogram of the same breast
using X-Ray Mammography and PET.
PET results compared with those of the X-Ray’s showed the
scientific community the potential of this technique. Improving
its features, mainly the apparatus size, the test time and the
image resolution would lead to a viable alternative to existing
screening methods. Moreover, the fact that the number of new
cases and deaths due to breast cancer worldwide is increasing
provides the right impetus to an improved PET ad hoc: the
Positron Emission Mammography (PEM).

Abstract—Aiming to develop practical ways to measure the
parameters necessary for data corrections and calibration of a
PET scanner with variable geometry (ClearPEM), the goal of this
work was to achieve accurate quantitative images for a large
range of imaging tasks using few phantom measurements. A
decaying cylindrical phantom was used to determine calibration
and deadtime correction factors for a set of acquisition geometries
that was obtained by varying the distance between detectors.
New factors for intermediate distances can then be obtained by
interpolation.
The deadtime correction factors were determined for two
different firmware versions of this scanner that used different
methods to record the number of random coincidences. An underestimation of random events was observe for the estimate done
with the first firmware, while the second showed considerable
improvements. This fact had a direct effect in the study of the
detectors’ deadtime.
The calibration factors were obtained for reconstructed images
of the cylindrical phantom. Data corrections were applied, specifically, regarding the energy spectra shifts and the attenuation
suffered by photons. The study and application of a correction for
scattered coincidences was also subject of this work, in particular,
the Estimation of Trues Method. However the results obtained
were discarded due to deficiencies on the normalization files used
and the presence of unexpected events on the high energy window
used in this method.
Index Terms—Positron Emission Mammography (PEM),
ClearPEM, Breast Cancer, Quantification, Deadtime Correction,
Calibration.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Breast cancer incident and mortality have increased by
more than 20% and 14%, respectively. In particular, breast
cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer worldwide
among women [1]. Remarkably, 90% of this type of cancer
is curable if the diagnosis is done in its early stages [2]. For
these reasons, the development of new diagnosis techniques
- cheaper, faster, with better resolution, affordable, accessible
- would improve early screening. As such, this development
would dramatically change the ranks of this disease. Research
on such techniques is supported by science foundations and
governments, thus this is a matter of public health.
A. State of the Art
The state of the art technique for breast cancer screening is
the X-Ray Digital Mammography. In X-Ray Mammography, a

1 A positronium is an unstable system formed by an electron and a positron
pair and its lifetime is circa 1 ps.
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Figure 1. XRay (left) and PET (right) mammograms for the same breast
[3]. On the right it is possible to identify a tumour mass, while on the left no
distinct contrast is identifiable.

Figure 2. ClearPEM settled in Coimbra. It is composed by a bed and a
rotating arm holding two parallel detectors plates. The patient lies in the
prone position and the robotic arm performs either breast or axilla exams or
both.

B. Positron Emission Mammography - ClearPEM
PEM is an organ-oriented functional imaging technique,
specifically designed to diagnose breast tumours. It overcomes
PET limitations while maintaining its advantages. Aiming to
detect tumours with only 1 − 2 mm (ten times smaller than
in X-Ray mammography), PEM needs a lower radiotracer
dose and is faster and cheaper than a whole body PET
[3]. Besides, detecting breast cancers at earlier stages, PEM
was also designed to be the primary non-invasive method to
monitor the efficacy of follow-up treatments.
The ClearPEM (Fig. 2) is a PET scanner specialized for
breast cancer diagnosis. Its detection system has two planar
heads that rotate around the breast with a possibly varying distance between detectors. The flexible geometry of the scanner,
together with its high spatial resolution of 1.2 mm, uniform
in the Field-Of-View (FOV), make it attractive not only for
PET mammography (breast and axilla regions), but also for
other applications: imaging of the human brain, extremities
(arms, legs) and pre-clinical imaging (small and medium-sized
animals). To accommodate for all these imaging tasks, the
diameter of the transaxial FOV, d, can vary from 70 mm to
450 mm [5].
To obtain accurate quantitative images in all these potential
imaging applications it is however necessary to find practical
methods to calibrate and account for physical effects in a
large range of acquisition geometries. For this reason methods
are being develop to measure the coefficients used in data
corrections and needed for calibration using a small number
of phantom experiments, but applicable in all the potential
acquisition geometries.

within the coincidence gate giving a misleading true event is
called a random coincidence (Fig. 3c). Thereafter, the three
coincidences described above are called true, scattered and
random for reasons of simplicity.

Figure 3. Possible detectable events in a PET/PEM detector scan [6]: true
(a), scattered (b) and random (c) coincidences.

In ClearPEM, the data is stored in a list mode array of
events. In particular, the acquisition system stores all coincidences - true, scattered and random - under the name of prompt
coincidences. The number of single and multiple events are not
recorded.
Other events originating from outside the FOV are also
recorded. On the one hand, in clinical tests the main organs
retain part of the 18 F-FDG molecules, thus contributing with
outside events. Although the number of singles is not recorded,
they increase the detectors’ dead time (cf, II-B). The detection
of outside single events leads to loss of efficiency, while the
detection of random and scattered coincidences decreases the
quality of the final image. This fact can be reduced with the use
of a lead shielding layer placed under the patient’s torso [7].
On the other hand, the intrinsic natural activity of LYSO:Ce
crystals due to the 176 Lu decay (Fig. 4) contributes with an
additional background of single events within the FOV of the
detector’s system. In particular, the natural background activity
is estimated to be 0.24 kBq/cm3 , for a total of 118 kBq in
the 494 cm3 volume of the ClearPEM scanner. Although this
factor has to be considered for correction purposes, it does not
represent a constrain for ClearPEM technology [7]. Actually,
the 176 Lu background activity is used by the ClearPEM
calibration system due to its known properties [8].

II. Q UANTIFICATION S PECIFICITIES
A. ClearPEM Data Counting Rates
true coincidences are defined as the counting of two backto-back photons with 511 keV each and within a certain time
window (Fig. 3a), however other types of events can occur. On
the one hand, when one (or both) photons interact with matter,
prior to detection, losing energy, it means they have suffered
scattering. These detected photons are classified as scattered
coincidences (Fig. 3b). For this energy range, the primary
scatter is the Compton process and the photoelectric effect
for energies bellow 100 keV. On the other hand, when two
uncorrelated annihilation photons with 511 keV each arrive
2

scaling function (f) it is possible to estimate the number of true
coincidences for the SEW. Ideally after this subtraction, only
scattered coincidences would remain, but to decrease the noise,
a Gaussian filter (’smoothing’) needs to be applied [11] (1).
Finally, the estimate for unscattered coincidences is obtained
by subtracting the smoothed scatter estimate from the total
number of coincidences (2).
Figure 4. 176 Lu decay scheme and energy spectrum for an isolated LYSO:Ce
crystal [7]. Note that, the spectrum’s energy scale is not well calibrated.

B. Detectors’ Deadtime
The detector’s deadtime can be define as the minimum
time interval between two consecutive counts in order to be
recorded as two different events, i.e., if during the deadtime
an event hits a detector, it will not be record. The deadtime
is due to the event processing time in the detector or in the
associated electronics [9].
If one does not take into account the detector’s deadtime, a
linear relation is expected between the number of coincidences
detected and the activity in the detector’s FOV (Fig. 5). The
behaviour shown in the figure is expected after subtracting
the number of random coincidences, thus this value increases
with the square of the activity [7]. The correction of deadtime
seems important, otherwise there will be an underestimation
of counts. In particular, for PET-like machines, radioactive
sources decay rapidly and true events may be lost due to the
detector’s deadtime.

Figure 6. 18 F energy spectrum with a symbolic representation of the ETM
energy windows: SEW and UEW (adapted from [12]). Within the SEW, the
Compton level and the photopeak at 511 keV are clearly observed. Note that,
the spectrum’s energy scale is not well calibrated.

sewSC = [sew − f · uewUSC ]smoothed
sewUSC = sew − sewSC

.

(1)

(2)

The Estimation of Trues Method has the advantage of
being independent of the spatial distributions of scattered
coincidences in both windows. Typically, the SEW is defined
between 350 and 700 keV and the UEW has a lower limit
between 520 and 550 kEV. The major difficulty of this method
is to find the best scaling function (f) to the experimental set
up used.
2) Attenuation Correction: In PET imaging, the principle
used to correct the attenuation effect is that the desired line
integrals of radioactivity concentration are proportional to the
coincidence count rate in the two detectors at the two ends
of the line being integrated over. Since the goal is to have
an integral of the coincidence’s Line-of-Response (LOR), it is
not relevant where the photons were exactly originated [13].
Having determined the LOR of each detected coincidence,
it is possible to know the distance travelled by the photon pair (d). With the medium’s attenuation coefficient (µ)
and the distance travelled, the attenuation can be calculated
(N (r) = N0 exp (−µd)). The probability of a photon suffering
attenuation while travelling in air is approximately zero and,
for this reason, the attenuation factor in air is considered one.
The attenuation suffered by each photon can be accounted
very accurately and precisely because the total path that the
gamma rays must cross is the same no matter where along
the line they originated from [13]. The fundamental idea is to
recreate a volume with the same size and shape of the object
in study and fill it with the attenuation factor (cf, V-D).

Figure 5. Ideal and experimental curves for the number of coincidences
detected as a function of activity (after subtracting the number of random
events). The shadowed area represents the deadtime.

C. Data Corrections
1) Scatter Correction: The energy spectrum of 18 F for
values lower than 800 keV is characterized by its photopeak at 511 keV due to positron-electron annihilation and a
background scattered radiation due to Compton effect. The
Estimation of Trues Method (ETM) is based on the idea that
all coincidences detected with energies above the photopeak
are considered true or unscattered (USC), since the scattered
coincidences (SC) would ideally have energies lower than
511 keV. For this reason, two energy windows are defined:
the Standard Energy Window (SEW) and the Upper Energy
Window (UEW), as Fig. 6 shows [10]. Having the value of
all unscattered coincidences (uewUSC ) for the UEW, using a
3

III. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP AND P ROCEDURE

D. Image Reconstruction and Calibration
Images acquired as described in III-A were reconstructed with a list mode Maximum-Likelihood ExpectationMaximization (MLEM) implementation [15], [16], using five
different voxel sizes (0.5×0.5×0.5, 0.75×0.75×0.75, 1×1×1,
1.5×1.5×1.5 and 2×2×2 mm3 ) and 7 iterations. In order to
implement this reconstruction method it was necessary to build
normalization files with data acquired at different occasions
and the ClearPEM output files with extension “.elm2” were
converted to list mode format (“.lm” extention), where two
different algorithms were used to convert these files, one for
files acquired by F1 and other for files acquired by F2.
Before the image reconstruction procedure, a correction of
the energy shifts for each acquisition was made, as explained
in V-A. After the reconstruction, two corrections were applied:
a scatter correction trough the Estimation of Trues Method
and an attenuation correction using the knowledge of the size
of the phantom and its attenuating media (water). Finally, a
large circular Region-of-Interest (ROI) was then defined in the
phantom and used to determine a calibration factor for each
distance d (3). The ratio between the known activity and the
mean value of coincidences per pixel within ROI returned the
calibration factor for each distance (results in V-E).

A. Uniform Cylinder Acquisition - Calibration Factors
In two separate occasions (hence forth, E1 and E2), a
radioactive solution containing 1.134 and 1.74 mCi of 18 FFDG, respectively, dissolved in 400 ml of water filled a
cylindrical recipient (inner diameter
= 70 mm, centred in
the FOV) that was imaged at 5 distances (d). The 5 values of d
used in the acquisitions were: 90, 130, 160, 300 and 450 mm.
The range of potential applications where fully quantitative
data can be obtained includes: small animal imaging (mouse:
d = 90 mm; rat: d = 130 and 160mm; medium-sized animals
and groups of small animals: d = 160 and 300 mm; small
breast: d = 130 mm; medium breast: d = 160 mm; brain:
d = 300 mm; axilla: 450 mm) A two-minute acquisition was
made for each value of d, using 4 angular positions of the
heads (90 ◦ , 135 ◦ , 180 ◦ and 225 ◦ ). The reconstructed images
allowed to estimate a calibration factor for each distance (see
V-E).

B. Uniform Cylinder Acquisition - Deadtime Correction Factors
Immediately after the previous acquisition and using the
same setup, 5 one-minute acquisitions were made for each
value of d, using one angular position of the heads (180 ◦ ).
This set of 5 acquisitions was repeated 14 times, spanning a
time period of 6 hours with the goal of assessing and obtaining
parameters for the deadtime correction. The ClearPEM scanner
does not provide detailed singles count rate information in
these acquisitions, so the correction for dead time had to rely
on the measurement of the count rate of true coincidences and
on the knowledge of the true activity in the FOV.

Calibrat. Factor =

Activity (kBq/cm3 )
ROIMean Value (counts/pixel)

. (3)

IV. D EADTIME E FFECT
The results for the methods described in III-B and III-C are
presented next. All results are paired up with respect to E1
and E2.
A. Energy Spectra
Energy spectra for each experiment and each detector heads
(Head 1 and Head 2) were plotted. Figures 7 and 8 show an
example for E1 and for E2 regarding the 4th acquisition for
300 mm, with activity values circa 59.23 kBq/cm3 for the first
and 59.75 kBq/cm3 for the second, using the time of the first
coincidence recorded. The fact that the photopeaks are not
centred at 511 keV is due to bad calibration of the ClearPEM
camera, however this fact has no effect in the calculation of
deadtime correction factors.

C. Assessment of Deadtime Correction Factors for Two
Firmware Versions
We were also interested in testing the deadtime correction
for two different versions of the scanner’s software (henceforth
F1 and F2, for Firmware versions 1 and 2 respectively). One
major difference between F1 and F2 is a different way of
estimating and saving the number of random coincidences. In
F1, random coincidences are estimated through the delayed
coincidence method: the software marked every delayed coincidence with the number 1 or 0, depending on whether the
coincidence was delayed or not, assuming a coincidence time
window of 4 ns [7], [14]. F1 delayed coincidence window is 20
ns, i.e. coincidences that arrived outside this window are not
recorded. It was expected that the accuracy of this estimate was
not as good as the one used in F2, where the delay between
coincidences is saved up to a time difference of 90 ns between
the two photons, allowing the user to set the timing window
used for trues and randoms. For F2 the random estimate was
performed a posteriori, as it is explained in IV-B.
In order to obtain the deadtime corrections factors, a method
to obtain ’ideal’ values was developed (cf, IV-E).

Figure 7.

4

E1: Energy spectrum for 300 mm (4th acquisition).

C.

Figure 8.

176

Lu Intrinsic Activity

About 21 hours after the 18 F-FDG production for E2, a 30
minutes acquisition was made for a distance of 90 mm. Two
hours later another 30 minutes acquisition was also done for
450 mm. At those moments, the source’s activity was circa
0.44 % and 0.18 % of the activity at the 15th acquisition,
respectively. In other words, the calculated activity of these
last two acquisitions was 0.054 and 0.032 kBq/cm3 and, as it
was mentioned in II-A, the ClearPEM detector system has an
intrinsic activity of 0.24 kBq/cm3
Fig. 10a shows the detectors’ intrinsic prominence over the
almost non-existent 18 F energy spectrum. In particular, the
two peaks (307 and 401 keV) due to 176 Lu decay observed in
Fig. 4 are clearly seen. Fig. 10b shows the event histogram,
from which it was possible to obtain the background prompts,
delayed and true coincidence rates. Table I presents the measured values obtained for 90 and 450 mm and the estimated
values obtained for the other three distances between detectors.

E2: Energy spectrum for 300 mm (4th acquisition).

The energy spectra for E1 and E2 show some differences.
First, the Compton level in E1 is less prominent than in E2
and it is even almost non-existent for its detector head 1. In
contrast, also in E1 an unexpected increment of events is seen
after the photopeak, which is higher in the detector head 1. A
physical explanation for this strange effect was not found; it
therefore suggests that a problem in F1 should be responsible
for it. In E2, the spectrum’s tail decreases to zero after the
photopeak for both detector heads. In general, spectra obtained
for E2 are more similar to the 18 F energy spectrum showed
in Fig. 6. Also, the fact that the coincidence delayed window
in F2 is 90 ns and in F1 is only 20 ns leads to an increase on
the counting rate of F2 by a factor of 4.5 with respect to F1.

Figure 10. The energy spectra (a) and the event histogram (b) used to
estimate the random and true rates (E2, 16th acquisition for 90mm).

B. Random Estimate for F2
Plotting the coincidence rate as a function of the time
between recorded photons (∆t) resulted in a Gaussian distribution with the peak centred at 0 ns. The resulting Gaussians,
obtained for every acquisition, showed FWHM values ranging
from 5 to 15 ns, leading to the conclusion that the events far
from the peak were random coincidences. For these reason,
all events between [ -90,- 30] and [30, 90] ns were counted and,
with the use of a scaling factor, an estimate for random was
obtained (Fig. 9).

Table I
176 L U INTRINSIC ACTIVITY: MEASURED VALUES FOR

AND ESTIMATED VALUES FOR

90 AND 450 MM
130, 160 AND 300 MM .

d
(mm)

Prompt Rate
(counts/s)

Delayed Rate
(counts/s)

True Rate
(counts/s)

90
130
160
300
450

78
46
34
14
7

49
29
22
9
4

28
17
12
5
3

Finally, true coincidences due to the 176 Lu were subtracted
to the total of true coincidences, which had been previously
obtained by subtracting the random ones. At that point, only
true coincidences - scattered and unscattered - resulting from
the 18 F were considered for the following calculations.
D. Exponential Decay Fit
A complementary study was done to validate the data
acquired. The true coincidence rate as a function of the time
was plotted for all distances in order to obtain the exponential
decay law that rules the radioactive decay. So, an fit was
performed (4), where a0 is the initial activity, a1 is the
exponential decay constant, t is the time since the production
of the source and a2 is an offset parameter.

Figure 9. Estimate of random coincidence rate using a Gaussian curve.The
areas represent the total of true (scattered and unscattered) and random
coincidence rates after applying a scaling factor to the random estimate done.
This example pertains the 1st acquisition done for 90 mm, with a random
coincidence rate of 1 817 760 counts/s and a true coincidence rate of 686 370
counts/s.

F (t) = a0 exp [−a1 t] + a2
5

.

(4)

In figures 11 and 12, t = 0 represents the time of the
radiotracer production
√ and for each acquisition the rate error
was calculated as N and divided by its duration. However
the error bars are not visible due to plot’s scale. Table II shows
the fit parameters obtained with their respective error, as well
as the deviation from the expected value (5) of the parameter
a1 (representing the decay constant).

The parameters a0 and a2 , respectively the source activity
and the random coincidences, show expected values in both
experiments. Also, the parameter a1 shows very good results
for E1, with a deviation in #σ always under 3. Furthermore,
deviation increases with the distance between detectors, as
expected. In contrast, for E2 the deviation of a1 from the
expected value takes values between 6 and 14, being worst
for smaller distances. A physical explanation for this accuracy
values was not found and are currently under investigation.
E. Deadtime Correction Factors
The fact that the scattered coincidences were still among
the data was not relevant, as the scattered correction would
be proportional for all acquisitions and, consequently, would
not change the final result. Furthermore, in the absence of
deadtime, a linear relation between the true coincidence rate
and the activity should be expected. So, a plot showing true
coincidence rate as a function of the activity in FOV was made
(Figures 13 and 14). In the same plots, a linear fit was made
for each distance using only the last two acquisitions (’ideal’
values). These were chosen as they had very few activity in
FOV and have thus, a negligible effect in deadtime. The linear
fit gave an idea of what values should be expected if there
were no deadtime influence. With this knowledge of ’ideal’
and experimental values, the deadtime factor (DTfactor ) was
calculated (6). Theoretically, the experimental values will be
lower than the ’ideal’ ones.

Figure 11. E1: Exponential decay fits (solid lines) for the five distances
between detectors.

Ideal Values
.
(6)
Measured Values
One would expect that all experimental values would lie
under the linear fit, since this fit was extracted from the
last two acquisitions. Fig. 13 confirms the already established
problem with F1 random estimate. Specially for acquisitions
with higher activity, a clear underestimation of random coincidences is apparent, for almost all experimental points lie
over the linear fit. In contrast, for the linear fits of Fig. 14 the
majority of the experimental values lie under the linear fit.
DTfactor =

Figure 12. E2: Exponential decay fits (solid lines) for the five distances
between detectors.

#σ =

experimental − expected
error

(5)

Table II
E XPONENTIAL DECAY FIT: PARAMETERS VALUES AND ERRORS WITH
RESPECT TO E1 AND TO E2. F OR a1 , THE DEVIATION OF THE
EXPERIMENTAL VALUE FROM THE EXPECTED ONE (105.241 µs−1 , [17])
IS PRESENTED (#σ).
d (mm)

a0 (counts/s)

a1 (µs−1 )

#σ

a2 (counts/s)

90
130
160
300
450

37392 ± 202
26165 ± 158
20574 ± 136
7968 ± 90
3907 ± 62

108, 038 ± 1, 558
106, 008 ± 1, 869
106, 755 ± 2, 237
113, 403 ± 3, 976
114, 996 ± 6, 005

1, 8
0, 4
0, 7
2, 1
1, 6

724 ± 140
673 ± 129
512 ± 127
47 ± 84
50 ± 63

90
130
160
300
450

40115 ± 540
30105 ± 453
24359 ± 391
10423 ± 268
5382 ± 177

137, 707 ± 2, 186
141, 799 ± 2, 570
143, 685 ± 2, 914
144, 276 ± 4, 727
146, 709 ± 6, 637

14, 9
14, 2
13, 2
8, 3
6, 2

1592 ± 96
1239 ± 83
1027 ± 78
430 ± 55
223 ± 41

Figure 13. E1: Plot of true coincidence rates as functions of activity in FOV.

The deadtime correction factors are presented in Figures 15
and 16. The values show a constant behaviour that could not be
evaluated in Figures 13 and 14 due to the plot’s scale. With
the exception of the 15th acquisitions, for E1 the deadtime
6

deadtime does not play a major influence on the coincidence
detection rate for these activity values. One of the goals of
PET (and PEM) screening is to decrease the doses injected
into the patient. Nowadays, the maximum injected dose is not
higher than 1 mCi, like the values used in E1 and E2. These
results also show a significant improvement from firmware F1
to firmware F2. The validation of the random correction for
F2 would give the confirmation that the deviation presented
for the deadtime factors are the result of systematic errors.
V. I MAGE R ECONSTRUCTION AND C ALIBRATION FACTORS
Figure 14. E2: Plot of true coincidence rates as functions of activity in FOV.

A. Energy Shifts Correction
Energy spectra for all data acquired in E1 and E2 showed
variations of the photopeak along the time of acquisition. In
order to implement correctly the scatter correction described
in II-C1 it was necessary to have constant energy spectra
with the photopeak approximately at 511 keV. A program was
designed to monitor the shifts of each spectrum along the time
of acquisition, for both detectors’ heads separately, since they
did not show the same response and the same exact results.
The idea developed here was to fit the energy spectrum
with two Gaussian curves (7) (Fig. 17), one Gaussian fitting
the Compton level (parameters a1 , a2 and a3 ) and the other
the photopeak (parameters a4 , a5 and a6 ) plus an offset
parameter (a0 ). From these fits, the energy value of the second
Gaussian peak was determined and shifted towards 511 keV,
while the photopeak’s FWHM was fixed to the value 100
keV. Parameters a1 and a4 have no interest for this correction
and, for this reason, are not normalized in (7). This double
Gaussian fit resulted in a shifted spectrum with a known value
of the FWHM photopeak. This method was applied at constant
intervals (1 second each) during the data taking.

correction factors are bellow 1, ranging from 0.06 to 0.14.
Another confirmation of the randoms underestimation for E1
are the greater deviations for higher activity values, since the
number of random coincidences increases with the square of
the activity. Still, the average deviation for E1 is not dramatic.
Regarding E2, deadtime factors are between 0.94 and 1.10.
The two acquisitions with higher activity values continue to
show problems with the random estimate. This suggests the
possible existence of a a factor not being accounted, which
would increase the estimated value for random coincidences
and would solve this minor deviation. This effect could also
be the result of systematic errors.

#
2
− (x − a2 )
a1 exp
2a23
#
"
2
− (x − a5 )
a4 exp
2a26
"

F (x) = a0

Figure 15.

E1: Plot of deadtime correction factors.

Figure 16.

E2: Plot of deadtime correction factors.

+
+

.

(7)

Figure 17. Energy shifts correction. A double Gaussian fit is performed for
each detector heads (yellow and white curves). In red are the Gaussian fitting
the Compton level and in green are the one fitting the photopeak.

With the results presented regarding the deadtime effect in
our experiment, it is possible to conclude that the detectors’
7

B. Reconstructed Volumes Screen

D. Attenuation Correction - Cylindrical Geometry
The observation of darker areas in the centre of the cylinder
imposed the application of the attenuation correction, which
was not initially envisaged. For this correction and in order
to obtain later the calibration factors, the transverse view of
cylinder was chosen for symmetry reasons.
The size of the reconstructed images were studied in order
to evaluate a attenuation factor that would match each one
individually and the following description was implemented in
each one. The attenuation correction factor is a circle, in which
each pixel has the value of the reciprocal of the attenuation
suffer by a photon if it originated from that point. An example
is presented in Fig. 20.

After having done the energy shifts correction, a screening
process was performed to define which ones were valid to be
subject to the scatter and the attenuation corrections. Although
for E1, some files with normalization problems and corrupted
data had to be discarded, in particular, the reconstruction for a
voxel size of 0.5×0.5×0.5 mm3 for every distance except 160
mm. For F2 all files showed problems with normalization and
could not be use furthermore. For different reasons, it was not
possible to make new normalization files using F2, as resulting
images reconstructed with normalization files acquired with
F1 were not acceptable, for example Fig. 18. Additionally, the
new algorithm to convert the “.elm2” files in list mode has not
been tested with detail and its results are not yet confirmed.

Figure 18. E2: Sagittal, coronal and transverse projections of the reconstructed volume for 90 mm with a voxel size of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 .

Figure 20. Attenuation correction factor for the dimensions 136 × 136
pixels2 , corresponding to the reconstructed image for 130 mm and voxel of
1 × 1 × 1 mm3 .

C. Scatter Correction - Estimation of Trues Method

The attenuation correction was applied to the files from E1
with no reconstruction problems. Each reconstructed volume
was multiply by the attenuation correction factor pixel by
pixel. Fig. 21 shows the transverse images for a voxel size
of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 and d = 90 mm.

All results obtained after the application of the Estimation
of Trues Method had to be discarded and no scatter correction
was applied to the correct reconstructed volumes for E1. This
negative outcome can be explained by problems presented
in the UEW, as there were unexpected events that made the
energy spectrum’s tail increase instead of going to zero (as
seen in Fig. 7). The ETM estimate of scattered coincidences
is based on the idea that all coincidences in the UEW are
true, which is not apparent for this data. As a result of
this increase of events in the UEW, the scattered estimate
obtained was higher than the number of events of the SEW
returning negative values for the estimate of true coincidences,
as Fig. 19 shows. Additionally, the scatter volume is expected
to be blurred, hiding the shape of the cylinder. This is another
evidence confirming the non validation of this method in these
acquisitions. This behaviour occurred for all reconstructed
data, since the problem lied in the acquisition firmware used.

Figure 21. Reconstructed image with (right) and without (left) attenuation
correction for a voxel size of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 (130 mm).

The images without the attenuation correction present less
activity in the centre of the cylinder, as expected. The attenuation correction attempts to decrease this fact, although the
outcome results are not perfect. The profile of the corrected
transverse image (Fig. 22) shows artefacts that resulted in
some brighter spots. These imperfections have their origin
in the normalization files used to reconstruct these images,
because, as it was mentioned, these files were acquired in a
different time period as the acquisitions of E1.
The corrected and raw images were evaluated and, despite
the artefacts that appear enlarged after the attenuation correction, the corrected results allowed to obtain the calibration
factors.

Figure 19. E1: On the left, the volume without correction, in the middle and
on the right, the volume of true and of scattered coincidences, respectively
(160 mm with voxel size 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 ).
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Figure 22. E1: (a) Slice of 10×136 pixels2 including the cylinder’s diameter.
(b) The slice’s profile with and without attenuation (voxel size 1 × 1 × 1 mm3
and d = 130mm).

Figure 23.
detectors.

Calibration factors as function of the distance between the

E. Calibration Factors
To obtain the calibration factors, the activity during each
acquisition was determined. The initial activity at the time
of the radioisotope production was known, as well as the
acquisitions time. From the exponential decay law (8), where
A0 is the initial activity and λ is the decay constant with
value 105.241 µs−1 [17], it was possible to know the activity
value at the time of each acquisition. For each one the time
of the first recorded coincidence was used, thus between the
first and the last coincidence detected in the 2 minutes of
data taking, the source’s activity decayed approximately 1.25
%. Finally, the ratio between the activity and the mean value
of coincidences per pixel within ROI returned the calibration
factor for each detectors’ distance Table III.
A(t) = A0 exp [−λt]

.

Figure 24.

Calibration factors as function of the voxel size.

a distance of 150 mm. This experiment resulted in Fig. 25b,
that clearly shows the deadtime effect for activities higher than
65 MBq (≈ 1.76 mCi).

(8)

Table III
C ALIBRATION FACTOR ( IN K B Q / CM3 ) WITH RESPECT TO THE VOXEL SIZE
( ROWS , IN MM3 ) AND TO THE DISTANCE BETWEEN DETECTORS
( COLUMNS , IN MM ) FOR BOTH E1 AND E2.

0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5
0.75 × 0.75 × 0.75
1×1×1
1.5 × 1.5 × 1.5
2×2×2

90

130

160

300

450

×
×
0.140
×
×

×
0.439
0.251
0.112
0.063

1.437
0.674
0.375
0.165
0.092

×
1.354
0.772
0.291
0.162

×
2.046
1.322
0.587
0.328

Figure 25.
(a) Schematic representation of the activity range regarding
deadtime influence. (b) Counts as function of the activity for a distance
between detectors of 150 mm and an initial activity of 2.2 mCi [18].

Figures 23 and 24 present the expected relation: calibration
factors increase with the distance between detectors but decrease with the voxel size. The criteria to chose the distance
between detectors relates with the object in question, while
the voxel size that will provide a better image is chosen a
posteriori.

The experimental setup chosen was intended to simulate
different screening exams, depending on the distance between
detectors. In both E1 and E2 experiments, the initial activities
used are typical for breast and axilla screening and for small
PET imaging. It was planned to remake E2 with a radioactive
solution with an initial activity of approximately 5 mCi (185
MBq) in order to complete the previous study done with
lower activity values. However this was not possible as the
ClearPEM has undergone technical problems with the hard
disc and the calibration software, which made the camera
unavailable for new acquisitions.
This work confirmed the improvements accomplished with
firmware F2 comparing with F1. Due to its upgrade on

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
The detector’s deadtime was studied as intended, however
as Fig. 25a shows, the full curve predicted in II-B was not
obtained. This conclusion is supported by an unpublished
study performed with ClearPEM in 2012, in which a 18 FFDG solution with initial activity of 2.2 mCi was measured at
9

the efficiency for the entire coincidence delayed window,
the random correction suggested and applied showed better
results. The main constrain found for F2 was the size of the
raw files for each acquisition, of which some could not be
read by computers with RAM lower than 16 GB. Future use
of F2 will also imply the improvement of the algorithm that
converts “.elm2” to “.lm” files and also a follow up of the
reconstruction algorithm used.
For the activity values used in this work,which are close to
the activity in the FOV for axilla/breast exams and for small
animal PET imaging, the deadtime effect is not relevant to the
outcome results, since the deviations from the linear fits were
kept small for E2. With respect to E1, the lack of accuracy
on the random estimate made the results on the deadtime not
trustworthy (cf. Fig. 15 and 16). For this reason, the use of the
new firmware (F2) is strongly recommended for the future.
The second part of this work presented results for the
calibration factors after applying two data corrections: an
energy shift correction followed by an attenuation correction.
The reconstruction procedure discarded the resulting images of
E2 due to problems with the normalization files. Since it was
impossible for technical reasons to make new normalization
acquisitions with F2 using a planar source, an attempt to
reconstruct images with older normalization files was applied
with no success. Regarding E1 the images were reconstructed
successfully for several voxel sizes and distances between detectors. However, the implementation of the scatter correction
was discarded due to problems in the Upper Energy Window
(cf. V-C).
After the reconstruction process, the calibration factors were
obtained only for E1. Having in mind that F1 has problems
that were overcome by F2, the methods used to obtain the
calibration factors and its results shall serve as guidance for
future follow ups of this study.
In conclusion, the main obstacles to overcome in this work
were the lack of accuracy and doubts over the random estimate
done by F1 and the lack of knowledge and time with the
ClearPEM to test F2. However, one should stress that the main
goal of this work was accomplished, thus the results point to
the insignificant influence of the detectors’ deadtime for the
activity values used.
For future reference, the experimental setup can be rebuild,
but it is important to correct some downsides encountered.
First, the need to confirm the camera’s calibration in a weekly
basis would improve the results regarding the energy spectra.
Second, to confirm the existence of recent normalization acquisitions for the distances between detectors in study, otherwise
it is advisable to make new ones. Finally, to perform this
experiment for different phantoms with different geometries,
inorganic materials and radiotracers.
A new protocol for clinical trials with a new radiotracer is
being developed, since the use of a different radiotracer can
provide additional and clinical relevant information, namely,
over the tumour type. On the other hand, with 18 F-FDG,
only 5% of the injected dose stays in the breasts, since this
radiotracer spreads into the entire body and this fact would
be overcomed using a new radiotracer specialized for breast
tissue that could be developed at ICNAS.
ClearPEM has the potential to deliver high resolution im-

ages for small masses and has the unique opportunity of
being settled at ICNAS that, besides offering the clinical
environment needed, also produces the radiotracers used for
research and in clinical trials with the help of its cyclotron.
Independently of fulfilling its initial role of becoming a viable
diagnostic technique for breast cancer, the ClearPEM has
pertained to a part in the research of PET technology and
shall continue doing so with the necessary investments and
specialized personnel.
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